Crystal and Chain Jewelry Set

Materials

28 Crystal Donut Beads 6mm x 8mm
25 Eye Pins
3 Ball Pins
50” Chain
8 Jump Rings - 6mm
1 Pair of Ear Wires
1 Chain Extender

Tools

2 Chain Nose Pliers
1 Round Nose Pliers
1 Wire Cutter

Necklace

1. To make the chain of crystal beads, start by inserting a bead onto one of the eye pins. Leave about
1 cm of the pin above the bead and cut off the excess.
2. Bend the pin at a right angle close to the bead. Using the round nose pliers grab the wire tip. Roll the
wire to form a half circle. Release the wire and reposition the pliers in the loop. Continue rolling, stopping
just before closing the loop.
3. Take another eye pin and hook it into the loop. Finish closing the loop. Repeat until you have used 20 of
the beads and 20 eye pins.
4. To open a jump ring, hold it with two pairs of chain nose pliers on each side of the split in the ring. Move
one pair of pliers towards you and the other away. Make the opening large enough so that the chain
5. Take the chain and carefully remove a 5.5” in length (this will be used for the bracelet and earrings).
Hook one end of the longer chain and one end of the crystal chain on the open 6mm jump ring.
other ends of the chain and crystal chain.

Bracelet

1. Make a crystal chain 5 beads long.
2. Separate two lengths of chain, 2.5” in length or approximately 7 links long from the remaining chain.
3. Open a 6mm jump ring and hook on the crystal chain and one of the 7 link chains. Connect the
remaining 7 link chain to the other end of the 5 bead chain.
4. Remove the lobster clasp from the extender. Shorten the extender to your desired length.
5. Insert a crystal bead on one end of a ball pin. Leave 1 cm above the bead, trim the excess wire. Bend
the wire at a right angle. Create a partial loop and hook on one end of the extender. Close the loop.
6. Open another 6mm jump ring and hook on the free end of the extender and one end of the 7 link chain.
Close the jump ring.
7. Open the remaining 6mm jump ring hook on the other free end of the 7 link chain. Hook on the lobster
clasp. Close the jump ring.

Earrings

1. Carefully separate the last 2 links of chain.
2. Insert a crystal bead on one of the ball pins. Leave 1 cm above the bead, trim the excess wire. Bend
the wire at a right angle. Create a closed loop. Repeat for the last bead and ball pin.
3. Hook a bead loop on each of the open single links. Close the single chain links.
4. Open a 6mm jump ring. Hook on one of the single chain links and one of the ear wire hooks. Close
the jump ring. Repeat for the other chain link and ear wire hook.

